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Recently Lau [15] generalized a result of Yeadon [25]. In the present paper we 
generalize Yeadon’s result in another direction recasting it as a theorem of 
ergodic type. We call the notion of ergodicity required left mean-ergodicity and 
show how it relates to the mean-ergodicity of Nagel [21]. Connections with the 
existence of invariant means on spaces of continuous functions on semitopo- 
logical semigroups S are made, connections concerning, among other things, a 
fixed point theorem of Mitchell [20] and Schwartz’s property P of W*-algebras 
[22]. For example, ifX(S)is a certain subspace of C(S) (which was consideredby 
Mitchell and is of almost periodic type, i.e., the right translates of a member of 
d(S) satisfy a compactness condition), then the assumption that d(S) has a left 
invariant mean is equivalent to the assumption that every representation of S of 
a certain kind by operators on a linear topological space X is left mean-ergodic. 
An analog involving the existence of a (left and right) invariant mean on ,J(S) 
is given, and we show our methods restrict in the Banach space setting to give 
short direct proofs of some results in [4], results involving the existence of an 
invariant mean on the weakly almost periodic functions on S or on the almost 
periodic functions on S. An ergodic theorem of Lloyd [16] is generalized, and 
a number of examples are presented. 
1. RESULTS ON GENERAL SPACES 
We consider two notions of ergodicity, the first of which is essentially due to 
Nagel [21]. Let X be a locally convex linear topological space, let Y be a sub- 
semigroup of W(X), the algebra of all weakly continuous linear operators on X 
and let Co 9 denote the closure in Z(X), the algebra of all linear operators on X 
of the convex hull of Sp in the strong operator topology. Then y is called 
mean-ergodic (Zeft mean-ergodic) provided Co Y contains a zero (a right zero) for 
Y, i.e., there is an operator P E Y(X) and a net (Ta} C co 9 such that T,x -+ Px 
for all x E X and SP = Ps = P (sP = P) for all s E Y. 
Remarks. 1. In the definition of mean-ergodicity given in [21], Nagel 
required Y to be a uniformly bounded semigroup of linear operators on a Banach 
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space. If 9’ is’ergodic in the sense of either Eberlein [6] or Heyneman [13], then 
the restriction of Y to the ergodic subspace is mean-ergodic. 
2. We note that Co 9 is also the closure of co 9’ in the weak operator 
topology; the proof of Theorem VI.1.4 in [5] requires few changes to work 
in the present setting, then Corollary V.2.14 there yields the desired result. 
3. It follows from the definition of left mean-ergodic semigroup that the 
operator P will satisfy VP = P for all V E Co Y and, hence, that P is a projec- 
tion. It will be seen in the example preceding Theorem 3 that, for a mean- 
ergodic semigroup 9, the additional equality, PV = P for all V E Co 9, does 
not always hold. (In the setting of Section 2, however, the last equality also 
holds.) 
In the next theorem (and throughout the paper) F denotes the set of Jixed 
points of Y C w(X), F = {x E X 1 sx = x for all s E 9’} and, for x E X, $5“~) 
denotes the closure in X of the convex hull of {sx 1 s E 9’}; Co (9x) is also the 
weak closure of this convex hull. 
THEOREM 1. Let Y be a subsemigroup of W(X). Suppose cO(Yx) is weakly 
compact in X for every x E X. Then the following statements about 9’ are equi- 
valent : 
(a) Y is left mean-ergodic. 
(b) There is a projection P E 9(X) such that sP = P for all s E Y and 
Px E E(Yx) for all x E X. 
(c) cO(Yx) n F # o for all x E X. 
Proof. It is obvious that (a) implies (b) and that (b) implies (c). Suppose (c) 
is satisfied. It follows from the compactness of the product space noEx $9’~) 
that Co 9, which is also the closure of co Y in the weak operator topology, is a 
compact subset of Z(X) in that topology. Straightforward calculations show 
that Co Y is a subsemigroup of Z(X) and that the maps T -+ TU and T -+ VT 
from Co Y into Co Y are continuous in the weak operator topology for all 
U E Co Y and V E co 9’. Also, the hypothesis of (c) implies that, for each x E X, 
K(x) ={TECOY 1 TxEF} # m; * 
and K(x) is a compact subset of Co 9. What is more, if A is any finite subset of 
X, y E A, and TE n {K(x) 1 x E A, x #y>, then there is a T’EK(T~) and 
T’T E n {K(x) 1 x E A}, the last assertion holding because Ux = x for all 
U E Co 9, x EF. Thus the family {K(x) 1 x E X} has the finite intersection 
property; hence, 0 {K(x) 1 x E X] # o and any member of this intersection 
is a right zero for Y. 
Remarks. 1. The setting of this theorem is unusual in that 9’ is not required 
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to be (weakly) equicontinuous. The case where X is a Banach space was dealt 
with in a classic paper of deLeeuw and Glicksberg [4]; see also [2]. In that case, 
the hypotheses of the theorem imply that Y is a semigroup of continuous 
operators (with respect to the norm topology of X) and is, in fact, equicontinuous; 
it follows that Co Sp is equicontinuous and is a semitopological semigroup in the 
weak operator topology. However, Yeadon [25] proved that (c) implies (b) 
in the setting where X is a dual Banach space and Y is a uniformly bounded 
semigroup of linear operators on X that are continuous in the weak* operator 
topology; thus, while Y is equicontinuous with respect to the norm topology of 
X, Y need not be equicontinuous with respect to the weak* operator topology, 
which is the topology with respect to which the convex hulls co(Yx), x E X, are 
relatively compact. (Other results involving a dual Banach space are given in 
Corollaries 6 and 7 below.) 
2. If the operators of a left mean-ergodic semigroup Y are not (weakly) 
equicontinuous, the associated right zero P need not be (weakly) continuous; 
see the example preceding Theorem 3. On the other hand, Eberlein [6] has 
exhibited summability of Fourier series in terms of an unbounded mean-ergodic 
idempotent abelian semigroup Y of continuous operators on the Banach space X 
of continuous functions of period 27r, and the associated zero is the zero operator. 
(The semigroup consists of the identity operator I and a sequence of operators 
{s,}, where S, = I - t, and 
t-f(a) = (2q j-r (f(v + u) i eimu) du, f E X, 
--ii -n 
v E [-71., -1.) 
3. Other instances where the compactification lethod of the proof of Theo- 
rem 1 has been used and the discontinuous members of the compactification are 
of specific interest appear in [23] and in topological dynamics; for the latter see 
[7, Propositions 4.4 and 5.3 and Example 6.19, 2.81. 
4. Yeadon’s proof in [25], which is based on one originally given by Schwartz 
(see [22]), is of interest; a Zorn’s lemma argument yields a right zero for Y as a 
maximal member of Co Y under the partial ordering Tl < T, if and only if 
Z(Y(T,x)) 1 cO(9’(Tzx)) for all x E X. The method of proof given in this 
paper is taken from Lau [15], who proved (in Yeadon’s setting) the following 
result: in the setting of Theorem 1, if G is a closed subsemigroup of Co Y, E is a 
weakly closed subset of F and Gx n E # o for all x E X, then there is an 
operator P E G such that Px E E for all x E X. To prove this, one need only 
change the definition * in the proof that (c) implies (a) of Theorem 1 to 
The example which follows shows that, even for very simple left mean- 
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ergodic semigroups Y, cO(Yspx) nF can contain more than one member of F. 
(This example has been considered from this point of view in [l, Sect. 131 (more 
or less) and in [12, p. 2521.) It will be seen in the example preceding Theorem 3 
that the linear span of cO(Yx) n F can be infinite dimensional. Part of the 
theorem that follows then shows that mean-ergodicity of Y follows from the 
assumption that ?6(Yx) n F is a singleton for each x E X. This last condition 
is not necessary for Y to be mean-ergodic; again, see the example preceding 
Theorem 3. 
EXAMPLE. Let 5’ be the right zero semigroup containing two members, 
st = t for s, t E S, and let X be the space of (complex-valued) functions on S. 
Let Y = {.& 1 s E S}, where &f(t) =f(ts) for f E X and s, t E S. Then Y is 
left mean-ergodic and co(Yf) contains only one member of F = {x E X 1 sx = x 
for all s E Y”) if and only if f is a constant function; and Y is not mean-ergodic. 
THEOREM 2. Let Y satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1, and consider the 
following statements about Y. 
(a) Y is mean-ergodic. 
(b) There is a projection P E 9(X) such that SP = Ps = P for all s E Y 
and Px E =(9x) for all x E X. 
(c) cO(Yx) n F consists of a single member of F for every x E X. 
Then (a) implies (b) and (c) implies (a). 
Proof. It is obvious that (a) implies (b). 
To prove that (c) implies (a), only a small addition to the proof of Theorem 1 
is required. One need only observe that, if y is the unique member of cO(Yx) n F 
and s E ,Y, then the inclusion co(Ssx) C co(Yx) implies that y is also the unique 
member in cO(Ysx) f~ F, i.e., the right zero P also satisfies Ps = P. 
Remarks. The example preceding Theorem 2 shows that condition (c) (of 
Theorem 2) can be a strictly stronger condition on Y than condition (a) or (b). 
In the case (discussed in Remark 1 following Theorem 1) where X is a Banach 
space, Y is equicontinuous, and Co Y is a compact semitopological semigroup 
in the weak operator topology, it follows from this last property that condition (b) 
of Theorem 2 implies condition (c), and hence (a), (b), and (c) are equivalent 
statements about 9. This last result is weaker than (part of) Nagel’s Theorem 
1.2 in [21], which yields the same conclusion without the hypothesis that the 
closed convex hulls Z(Fx), x E X, be weakly compact. 
In Theorem 3 we establish a connection between Theorem 1 and the existence 
of invariant means on some spaces of continuous functions on semitopological 
semigroups. The first result of this kind was proved by Mitchell [19, Theorem 31 
(and his method of proof, which is quite different from that presented here, 
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requires little modification to work in the present setting); generalizations and 
variants have been given in [lo, 14, 24, 251. We need some definitions. Let S 
be a semitopological semigroup and let C(S) be the slate of continuous bounded 
complex-valued functions on S. The kind of subspace X of C(S) we want to 
consider satisfies 
(i) X is closed and contains the constant function 1. 
(ii) X is left translation invariant: L,f E X for all s E S, f E X, 
where L,f (t) = f (st) for all t E S. 
(iii) X 3 ??{R,f 1 s E S} (closure in the topology of pointwise (*) 
convergence on S) whenever f E X, where RJ is the right 
translate of,f, R,f (t) = f (ts) for all t E S. 
A mean on such a subspace X is a functional p E X* such that p(l) = 11 p /I = 1. 
A mean p is called left (right) invariant if 
P&f 1 = P(f) (P(Rsf) = CL(f)), SES, fFX, 
and invariant if it is both left and right invariant. 
We recall as well that a mean is called afinite mean if it is a convex combination 
of evaluation functionals e(s), s E S, where e(s) (f) = f (s) for all f E X, and that 
the finite means are weak* dense (i.e., a(X*, X)-dense) in the set X*+ of all 
means on X, also X*+ is weak* compact. 
Remarks. (a) To say a subspace X of C(S) satisfies (*) is equivalent to 
saying it is left introverted [lo, Lemma 2, p. 2521; a subspace X satisfying (i) and 
(ii) of (*) is left introverted provided the function s + p(Lsf) is in X whenever 
fEX, psx*. 
(b) There is a greatest subspace J?’ = A(S) of C(S) satisfying (*), 
A’(S) = {f E C(S) 1 s’{R,f 1 s E S} C C(S)}; 
see [17]. It follows that M(S) is a closed subspace of C(S) satisfying L,f GA(S) 
and R,f E&!(S) whenever f E&‘(S), s E S. d(S) always contains the left 
uniformly continuous functions LUC(S) = {f E C(S) I the function s - L,f 
from S into C(S) is continuous} and for many topological groups G, including 
those that are complete metric or locally compact, but not for the additive 
group of rational numbers, &Y(G) = LUC(G) [18]. 
For most of this paper (including the next example) a representation of a semi- 
group S is a homomorphism # of S into the algebra w(X) of weakly continuous 
linear operators on a locally convex linear topological space X. $ is called weakZy 
continuous provided that, for each x E X, x* E X*, the function s - x*(I,!J(s) x) 
is continuous on S. 
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EXAMPLE. Let G be a locally compact group. Then J%’ = A(G) = LUC(G) 
as in Remark (b) above, and Remark (a) provides the way to define multiplica- 
tion in J%!* (as in [lo, p. 2501, f or example): for ~1, Y EM*, f Ed, p(f) is 
defined to be p(g), where g(s) = v&f) f or all s E G. Consider the natural 
representation L* of G by operators on A*, 
L*df) = CL&f ), SEG, puP+=, f-%’ 
(where L,f (t) = f (st) for all t E G); we consider J&‘* to have the weak* topology. 
Then the weak operator topology of &??(.&‘*) is the same as the strong operator 
topology and Y = {L$ [ s E G} satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1. Also, 
Lzp(f) = p(LSf) = e(s) p(f) for all p EJN*, s E G, f EA, i.e., Lzp = e(s) p; 
and a net in co Y converges in Co 9’ (the weak operator closure of co Sp fur- 
nished with the weak operator topology) to an operator V on A* if and only if 
the corresponding net of finite means converges weak* to a mean TV E&*, and 
then VV = /.LV for all v E&X*. (The operator C aiL,*i , E co 9’ corresponds to the 
finite mean C aie(si).) It follows that Co Y can be identified with the space 
A*+ of means on A. Suppose G is unimodular, u-compact, and amenable, i.e., 
there is an invariant mean p on A. (See [l l] f or a full discussion of all the con- 
ditions on G that are equivalent to amenability.) Such a mean TV obviously cor- 
responds to a right zero P for 9: 
L:Pv = e(s) p = p = Pv, v E&“, s E G. 
Also, cO(P’e(s)) = .M*+ for any s E G, so each invariant mean p E.&*+ is in 
Ei(P’e(t)) and satisfies LTp = p for all t, s E G. Chou [3] has shown that the 
linear span in &* of the invariant means on & is infinite dimensional. However, 
Y is mean-ergodic; for, if p is an invariant mean on JY corresponding to right 
zero P E Co Y, Pv = pv for all v EJZ%‘*, then 
PL,*v(f) = 44 v(f) = dR,g) = Ad = df) = p,(f) 
for all s E G, v E&Z*, f Ed, where, for f E& and v EJV*, g E& is given by 
g(t) = v(L,f ). Hence Co Y contains infinitely many zeros for 9, no one of which 
is a convex combination of the others. It follows that none of these zeros can be 
in W(&*). For, the assumption that one of these zeros P, say, is in W(&Z*) 
implies that Pt.7 = P for all U E Co Y, and hence that P is the only zero for Y 
in COY. 
(An example related to the one just given is Y = {R, 1 s E G}, which one gets 
from the natural right representation of G as operators on JV, R,f (t) = f (ts) for 
all t E G, where J@ has the topology of pointwise convergence on G. Here 
F = {f E.&Y [ R,f = f for all s E G} 
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is one-dimensional, consisting of multiples of the constant function 1, so one of 
the pathologies of the example above does not occur.) 
THEOREM 3. Let S be a semitopological semigroup, let X be a subspace of C(S) 
satisfying (*) above, and let Y = (R, 1 s E S}. C onsider the following statements. 
(i) X has a left invariant mean. 
(ii) EiP(9f) contains a constant function for all f E X. 
(iii) If X is assumed to have the topology of pointwise convergence, then Y 
is left mean-ergodic. 
Then (i) is equivalent to (ii) and these imply ( iii . and (iii) implies (i) and (ii) if X ), 
has the property that any function f E X satisfying R,f = f for all s in S is necess- 
arily a constant function. (For example, X has this property if S has a left identity.) 
Proof. The easy parts to prove here are that (i) implies (ii), and that (iii) 
implies (i) in the restricted setting. (To prove the latter assertion, consider 
Sp C W(X) as in (iii) and in the restricted setting; it suffices to note that, if 
P E Co Y is a right zero for Y and t E S, then f + Pf (t) is a left invariant mean 
on X, which follows because Pf is a constant function for all f E X and left 
translations L, , s E S, commute with the operators in Y and hence with P, a 
limit of operators in Y.) To use the method of proof of Theorem 1 to prove 
that (ii) implies (iii), one need only change the definition * in the proof that (c) 
implies (a) of Theorem 1 to 
K(x) = {T E 65 Y 1 TX is a constant function}. 
Combining the arguments given above shows that (ii) implies (i). 
EXAMPLE. The left zero semigroup S containing two members, st = s for s, 
t E S, shows that the extra condition is necessary for (iii) to imply (i) (or (ii)) in 
Theorem 3: 9’ = {Rs / s E S} acting on X, the space of (complex-valued) 
functions on S, is trivially mean-ergodic, while X does not have a left invariant 
mean. 
Theorem 4 is related to Theorem 3 and shows how the notion of left mean- 
ergodicity impinges on another result of Mitchell [20; Theorem 41, who proved 
the equivalence of (a) and (b) below. 
N.B. The reader is reminded that W(X) denotes the algebra of weakly 
continuous operators on a locally convex linear topological space X. 
THEOREM 4. Let S be a semitopological semigroup. Then the following state- 
ments about S are equivalent. 
(a) A(S) has a left invariant mean. 
(b) Whenever S has a representation # by afine transformations of a compact 
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convex subset Y of a locally convex linear topological space where the map 
s x y-t y, (~,Y)+~(~)Y, is separately continuous, then Y contains a common 
jxed point for S. 
(c) Whenever # is a weakly continuous representation of S by operators in 
w(X) such that $#(S) x) is weakly compact for eac?c x E X, then Y = #(S) 
is left mean-ergodic. 
Proof. We prove the equivalence of (a) and (c), referring the reader to [20] 
for a proof that (a) and (b) are equivalent. (We remark, however, that our proof 
that (c) implies (a) differs little from the proof in [20], that (b) implies (a), and that 
Theorem 1 provides a proof that (b) implies (c).) 
Suppose (a) is satisfied and Y = 4(S) . IS as in (c). Then Y satisfies the hypo- 
theses of Theorem 1. Let {pa> be a net of finite means in &I* (=&Y(S)*) con- 
verging in the weak* topology to a left invariant mean /* in &*, 
&i(f) - P(f) and d-w + P(f), f Ed, s E 8, w 
and let {V,} be the corresponding net in co Y. Suppose x E X and x* E X*. 
Since the function t--f x*($(t) UY) =g(t), say, is in J?‘, it follows that the net 
{ I/‘,x} is weakly Cauchy, hence weakly convergent to some x0 E E(~‘.Yz). Since 
L,g(t) = x*($(s) q!(t) x), (L) implies that 4(s) x,, = x0, i.e., x,, is a fixed point Y, 
and condition (c) of Theorem 1 is satisfied. Thus Y is left mean-ergodic. 
To see that (c) implies (a), consider the representation L* of S by operators 
on A*, L,*df) = &Gf 1 ( as in the example preceding Theorem 3). If 
Y = {Lz j s E S} is left mean-ergodic with right zero P E Co 9’ and p is any 
mean on &, it follows directly that Pp is a left invariant mean on A. 
THEOREM 5. Let S be a semitopological semigroup. Then the following state- 
ments about S are equivalent. 
(a) A’(S) has an invariant mean. 
(b) Whenever # is a weakly continuous representation of S by operators in 
w(X) such that Ei(+(S) x) is weakly compact for each x E X, then 9 = 4(S) is 
mean-ergodic. 
Proof. To prove (a) implies (b) here, we note that, in the proof that (a) 
implies (c) of Theorem 4, the net {V,} C co Y converges in the weak operator 
topology to a right zero P E Co Y for Y. Also, we may assume that the set 
of finite means in A* corresponding to (V,} satisfies 
P@sf > - P(f)> f E&Y s E s, CR) 
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as well as (L). (H ere we are omitting some indices from the a’s and s’s.) Then, 
SES, XEX, x*EX*, 
x*(P$(s) x) = li,m x* (z” ww w x) 
1 
R,g = p(R,g) = p(g) = x*(Px) 
(where g E&‘, g(t) = x*(+(t) x), as before), which implies P is a zero for 9. 
We now assume that (b) holds, which implies that k’ has a let invariant mean TV 
(Theorem 4). Consider 9’ = {R, / s E S} acting on JM, JZZ having the topology of 
pointwise convergence on 5’. Then Y satisfies the compactness hypothesis of(b) 
and is mean-ergodic with a zero P E Co 9’ for 9. It follows that Pf is a constant 
function for each f EJZY. (For, the equality R,Pf = Pf for all s E S implies S 
decomposes into right ideals on each of which Pf is constant; if B?r and W, are 
two such ideals, si E Wi , and f (s) = ai for all s E & , i = 1,2, then 
a1 = p(L,f) = CL(f) = /-4Lszf) = a2 .) 
Hence, if t E S, the function f + Pf (t) is a (left and right) invariant mean on J%‘, 
the left invariance of the mean following as in the proof of Theorem 3. 
Remark. In case S has a right identity or nonvoid center, the conclusion, 
(b) implies (a), Theorem 5 can be proved by considering only the representation 
s +L*, of S by operators on&k’* as in Theorem 4. However, the representation 
s -+ R, of S by right translation operators (as used at the end of last proof) will 
be the only one available to us to prove the conclusion, (b) implies (a), in Theo- 
rem 8 in Section 2. 
Corollary 6 follows immediately from the previous two results; part of it 
essentially generalizes a result of Lloyd [I 51. T o g eneralize Lloyd’s result to the 
letter, one would have to observe as well that, if a semitopological semigroup S 
is embedded as an ideal in a larger semigroup S,, and SO has a representation (I, 
by operators on a locally convex linear topological space such that 9’ = 
(3(s) 1 s E S} is mean-ergodic with zero P E co 9, then P is also a zero for 
9a = {4(s) 1 s E SO}, which is therefore also mean-ergodic. (A result analogous 
to the one just stated can be got by putting the word “left” in front of the words 
“ideal” and “mean-ergodic” and putting “right” in front of the word “zero”.) 
COROLLARY 6. Let S be a semitopological semigroup such that A(S) has a (left) 
invariant mean. Let Y be a zueakly continuous antirepresentation of S by equi- 
continuous operators on a locally convex linear topological space X. Then the adioint 
#J* gives a representation of S by operators on X*. If X* is assumed to have the 
weak* topology, then Y = i+*(s) / s E S} is (left) mean-ergodic. 
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Another corollary that we can state involves the property P of IV*-algebras, 
which was first introduced by Schwratz; see [22, Sect. 4.4.14 ff.]. If G is a discrete 
group with associated Hilbert space Z?(G), let 9?(Z*(G)) be the algebra of all 
bounded operators on Z*(G). The left regular W*-algebra U(G) of G is the 
W*-subalgebra of 39(1’(G)) generated by the operators {L, / s E G} and U(G) is 
defined to have property P if, for every A E a(QG)), ~“{u-lA~ 1 u E U(G), u is 
unitary} (closure in the u-topology or ultraweak topology of g(Z*(G))) has non- 
void intersection with U(G)‘, the cornmutant of U(G). Corollary 7 is an imme- 
diate consequence of Theorem 4 and [22, 4.4.21 Proposition, p. 2101, which 
asserts that U(G) has property P if and only if Zj”(G) has a left invariant mean 
(once we recall that Zm(G) has a left invariant mean if and only if it has an inva- 
riant mean). 
COROLLARY 7. Let G be a discrete group with left regular W*-algebra U(G). 
Then the following assertions are equivalent. 
(i) J!(G) (= Zm(G)) has an invariant mearz. 
(ii) U(G) has property P. 
(iii) For all A EB(I’(G)), ECI~(L;~AL~ 1 s E G} n U(G)’ # 0. 
(iv) Defining C(s): SI(P(G)) -+ B(P(G)) by 4(s) A = L;‘AL, gives a 
group Y’ = #(G) that is mean-ergodic (g(Zz(G)) having the o-topology). 
2. RESULTS ON BANACH SPACES 
It has been noted that if X is a Banach space in Theorem 1 then the setting 
there is that dealt with by deLeeuw and Glicksberg [4] (namely, 9 is equi- 
continuous, hence Co Y is equicontinuous and is a compact semitopological 
semigroup in the weak operator topology, which implies Co Y has exactly one 
zero for 9’ if Y is mean-ergodic); and certain results more or less explicit in [4] 
follow using arguments as in the proofs of Theorems 4 and 5. We recall that for a 
semitopological semigroup Y, the almost periodic (weakly almost periodic) sub- 
space of C(S) is defined to be 
(f E C(S) j {R,f 1 s E S> is relatively compact (weakly compact) in C(S)} 
and designated AP(S) (WAP(S)), and state Theorem 8, noting only that the 
proof that (b) implies (a) in the restricted setting can be achieved by considering 
Y = {R, / s E S} acting on WAP(S) or AP(S). 
THEOREM 8. Let S be a semitopological semigroup, and consider the following 
statements about S. 
(a) WAP(S) has a (left) invariant mean. 
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(b) Whenever I,!J is a weakly continuous representation of S by bounded linear 
operators on a Banach space X such that cO(#(S) x) is weakly compact for each 
x E X, then Sp = 4(S) is (left) mean-ergodic. 
Then (a) implies (b), and (b) implies (a) at least if S has the property that any 
function f E WAP(S) satisfying Rsf = f f or all s E S is necessarily a constant 
function. (For example, S has this property if it has a left identity.) 
The conclusions also hold if WAP(S) is replaced by AP(S) in (a) and “weakly 
compact” is replaced by “compact” in (b). 
In the case of a group G, Ryll-Nardzewski used his fixed point theorem to 
show that WAP(G) always has a unique invariant mean. Thus one part of 
Theorem 8 becomes 
COROLLARY 9. Whenever 4 is a representation of a group G by bounded linear 
operators on a Banach space X such that co(#(G) x) is weakly compact for all 
x E X, then S = 4(G) is mean-ergodic. In particular, Co .Y contains a unique 
zero P, which is the limit in the strong operator topology of a net { VJ C co 9; also, 
for each x E X, cO(Yx) contains a unique Jixed point Px (which is the norm limit 
of the net {V,x}). 
Remarks. 1. Suppose, in Corollary 9, G is locally compact and amenable, 
i.e., there is a net {U,} of compact subsets of G satisfying 
(F) (Folner condition) mWm A uJh(li,> - 0, s E G, 
where m is left Haar measure; see [l I]. (In [9] and [12], Greenleaf and Emerson 
have shown explicitly how to construct such nets for some locally compact 
groups in terms of structural features of the group.) Suppose as well that $J is 
weakly measurable, i.e., each function s - x*($(s) x), x E X, x* E X*, is measur- 
able. Then (see [12]) the zero P of Corollary 9 is the limit in the strong operator 
topology of the weak vector valued integrals 
W,x = m( UJ-l 
I Lia W1) x dm(4, 
XEX. 
2. The result stated in Remark 1 is very near the mean-ergodic theorem [12]. 
Emerson’s example [8, Theorem l] is of interest. He shows that condition (F) 
on the sets (U,} is insufficient to ensure the conclusion of the pointwise ergodic 
theorem. 
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